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• Theme: How animosity can lead to deadly animalistic acts of violence and what actions occur 
• when our reptilian brain takes over and all rational thinking is lost. 
-"' 
,IA Dance Sty le- Fusion of two styles of dance forming a hybrid style of dance that has 
-
• prevailing modern technique with a jazz dance influence. 
-
-
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Feathers Ru.ffled: Uncovering the Reptilian 
Brain 
By Brittany Willut 
Mentors 
Professor Judith Scalin 
Professor Teresa Heiland, PH.D 
Feathers Ruffled: Uncovering the Reptilian Brain is a choreographic thesis. I decied to 
explore the root of what intaites conflict between people. Miscomminucation, misunderstanding, 
repugnance, and jealously are aspects of humanity that we face throughout of lives that 
eventually result in animosity. Animosity is manifest internally, which can extend into 
intimidation, verbal emotional battles, and sometimes even into physical expression. A 
continuing cycle can eventually lead into animalistic acts of violence. these animalistic acts are 
housed in what scientist Paul Mc Lean calls the reptilian brain. This is the portion of the brain 
that is responsible for rage and our fight or flight response. When choices and actions are no 
longer rational, an animal emerges.If the human animal loses sight of all rational thoughts, and 
succumbs by the pure fight or flight response, actions lead to vice, until reinforced violent 
behavors are no longer volatile. Intellect and virtue have evaporated, and reptile seeks out reptile 
in cold blood . 
I decided to explore the reptilian brain-its emotions and actions as the driving force of 
my dance. when aggressive behavior is expressed, adrelaine runs throughout the human body, 
and our energy and physicality increases. Physical contact is a major component of fighting and 
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someone becomes agitated? What actions do they react with? Does a battle break out? Is a 
resolution found? Who survives in the end? Who succumbs in the end? These were the questions 
that I used to develop my dance. In some cases conflict is never resolved. My dancers embody 
the aggressive and reactionary side of the human animal with movements derived from the 









































Before the audition for the student showcase began, I already knew what I was looking for. I 
needed dancers that would learn fast, willing to take risks, and could perform athletic and aerial 
movement. 
My Dancers: Jesse Chin, Suzy Myre, Shelbie Blackerby, Erin Stover, Samantha Whidby, 
Gina Lewis, Jordan Aldelberger, and Kelly Stanley 
Dancer l I chose this student because I wanted a male dancer and I knew stylistically he 
would excel in my work. He has a very intriguing way of isolating and moving his arms and 
upper body. My movement involves free flow, direct execution, and corky movements of the 
body. He has all of these qualities and works very hard in my rehearsals. 
Dancer 2- I chose her because of her beautiful dancing and fast learuing capabilities. She has 
been my number one dancer throughout this entire process. I am able to give her challenging 
movements and she is able to master them the frrst time. She has helped me numerous times in 
rehearsal with her team. She is able to perfect her team with the material very fast and efficiently 
for me, while I work with other dancers . 
Dancer 3 I chose her because of her jazz technique. Technically, she is a good dancer. 
Stylistically though, it's a challenge for her. My dancers have to be very aggressive and intricate. 
She is starting to be more direct and execute the movement like I want it. She is also working on 
aggressive advancing movements. 
Dancer 4- I chose her because of her modern training. She is very good at the athletic and 
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partnered up with her for some phrases of my piece.She is able to help her with the mechanics of 
the challenging movements and together they look great. 
Dancer 5- I chose her because of her presence and her execution. She has many years of hip 
hop training, which benefits her in my piece very well. She knows how to accent, count music, 
and isolate movements. She is very attentive and works very well in my piece. 
Dancer 6- I chose her because of her technique and skill level. She is a great dancer and 
reviews the material until it is mastered. I have to break down the material for her at times, but in 
the end she always grasps it. 
Dancer 7- I chose her because of her work ethic and dance technique. She is also another one 
of my top dancers. She is very accurate at executing the movement and works very diligently. 
Dancer 8- I chose her because I knew she would add life and energy to my piece. She has a 
strong presence when she dances, which is apparent in my choreography. She is very easy to 
work with and has been a great contribution to my piece . 
7 
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rehear.Sa.I. I /:nebJ I had to Coft1e -Fully ,Pre,Pa.t-ed and u.Se 
,Phra..Se. I =a..s Very nervous and =a.Sn 't .sure ho= MY ca.st 
.!ft bJoUld loo/: to3ether a..:5 a. =hole. 5Ur,PN·.s,'n3ly, they "' "' "' "' "' ·"' "' "' "' "" "" � "" "" � "" "" � "" � � � � � � 










then ran the da.ne_e a. :f'ew t,·,,,.,es and rehearsal was done. 
e_rea.te Mov'eMent o:f' their own inter,Preta.t,'on o:f' the ta.sJ:. 
I .9a.ve theM a. :f'ew ,,,.,,·nutes to ,Play a.round and 
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C!..ounts and ran the dane!..e Many t,'MeS. I e!..leaned/ e!..lar/·f','ed 
w/th all MY danC!..erS. -rhe last See!..t,'on was half' way 
./','n,'shed and I ho,Pe that the .f'ae!..ulty l,'feS ,'t. 


















































new /deas to try on MY da.ne_ers .f'or oar next rehearsal . 
J"anaa.ry 311 2010- -roday I added on to MY third See.,t,'on o.f' 
the da.ne.,e. I e_reated a daet and trio. It was di.f'.f','e.,a/t 




































ha.s Mult,'j:>le Sounds a.II :)o;n3 a.t onc.e. My da.nc.er.5 really 
ha.Ve to .f'oc.us /n on the MU.5,'c. to really hear the 
weei I needed to a.dd More Mater/a.I a.nd would not ha.Ve 
the two o.f' theM. I a.I.so d/dn 't want MY other da.nc.er.5 
12 
"'Ji! 
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we !Jot all the fUest,'onS answered I decJded at the last 
and trash ,'t at the ne><t rehearsal. I des/!}ned ,...,a_ny /i.flts 
,...,ov,'n!] at a .f'ast pac.e and then proC-eeded into 
:Jes.Se. I J:new th/s would t-1jht away be a c.hallen!}e 
s/nc.e they both "'70Ve So d,'.f'.f'erently. I J:new in the end 
thou!)h that /t would worJ: well. I !]a.Ve the,..., So"'7e 
d,'.f'.f','c,u/t steps that they d,'d not a;,prec.,'ate. I wanted to 
push the"'1 So I ,...,a_de the,..., do ,'t over and oVer. By the 
end o.f' rehearsal ,·t was a suc.e-eSS ! 411 ,...,Y danc.erS told 
14 
hbruary 11, 2010- I started ./'roM the tr/o and 
body sh/-flts to hel,P ass/st the l,'-flter. I =a.S out a. da.nc.er 
,·t d,'./'l','c.ult to See v,·sua.lly =hat ,·t =ould look l/fe. I 
ended rehearsal early bee.a.use I d,'dn 't kno= =here to 30 
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and .f'ull','ll/n3 to wa.tc_h. I also then went throu3h every 
worl( that I 3a.ve MY da.nC-erS dl.f'.f'erent C-ha.t-a.C-terS that 
C-ount ,Phrase. It ,'s Very a.thlet/c_ and involves Many jUM,PS 
d,'rec_t,'onS. I had theM wall( their ,Pathways to Ma.Ke Sure 
there wet-en 't any enc_ounterS o.f' h,'ttin3 ea.c_h other. Onc_e 
out. Onc_e a.II the MeC-ha.nic_s were worl(ed out, I had 
theM run the da.nC-e three tiMeS. -rhey lool(ed Very 300d at 



































hbrua.ry 2'ij- -roda.y =as a. Very l'rustra.tin:) day. Z wok,'e U,P 
tea.eh theM and thou:Jht it =as doable ,·n t=o hours. Z 
ti,.,,eS i./' Z needed to elari./'y a.nyth,'n:)- My da.neers d,'dn 't 
res;:1ond So Z ;:1roeeeded to MoVe on. Zn the la.st ten 
Minutes =e tried it =ith ,.,,us,·e. Zn the ,.,,iddle o./' the 
danee they a.II Just sto;:1;:1ed and were utterly eon./'used. Z 
a.Sk,'ed theM what ha;,;:1ened and no one res;:1onded. Z had 
o.f' P1a.te1-ia./ and it wa..S ha.t-d to J-epteptbet- it. 4.s .Soon a..S 
wa..S C-on.f'a.sed bee-a.a.Se when I a..S�ed ,'.f' they had 
rue.stion.S no one e.Vet- a.n.Swet-ed ptt!!.. I t-ea.li,;z.ed that I wa..S 
e-a.lled it a. day. I wa..s .So .f't-a.st,-a.ted with my da.ne-et-.S and 
My.Se.I./'. We wet-e both not C-OMMUnie-a.t,'n:3 we.I I and it wa..s 
a..f'.f'ee-t,'n:3 MY da.nC-e. 7"'hi.s added a. lot o.f' ,Pt-e.S.Sat-e bee-a.a.Se 
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Marc_h 31 2010- ror this rehearsal we had to rehearse in 
c,ould not be ,Present on fiiday and also one Very sic,/:. :£ 
now had to rethin/: what would be the best alternative. :£ 
either do Erin or Samantha's ,Part. :£ dec,,'ded to have 
Samantha videotqpe with Me -Fillin:3 in -For her ,Part. We did 
a fttic_J: review and then had ti,,,,,e to only tqpe it onC-e . 























do the danc.e .f'ull out. I went Sec.t/on .5y Sec.t/on and 




their heads the n,jht beE'ore oar a.cfjad,'ca.tion. 
March .23- I sa.t down a.nd ha.d a. ta.II: with my dancers. I 
outcome oF a.c:(jad,'ca.t,'on a.nd wor/: harder tha.n eVer 
beE'ore. I a.lso .9a.ve them a. rehea.rsa.l schedule For the 
everyone attends. I then ,Proceeded to ,Pla.y a.round with 
structure in the Second Section oF my dance. I too/: the 
unison Sect,'on a.nd ha.d ea.ch dancer choose a. ,Pa.Ce a.nd 
move how they would a.tta.c/: Someone. I li/:ed Some oF 
21 
the wor/: they c.rea.ted So I Set it. I a.lso ,Played with 
Sec.tion wa.s a.lso ta./:en out. -rhe l'a.c.ulty didn 't l,'/:e it a.nd 
didn 't See the ,PUt-,PoSe ol' ,'t. 
/:new that I c.a.n only do So MUC.h. I ha.Ve learned with MY 
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enth·e danC-e. Z =as C-onC-erned =hether or not they 
c.ould only show U,P to the ,Point where Z had Made all 
dec,ision Z fnew it would not .30 over well ./'or toMorrowS 
23 
da.ne..e ./'ull out. 4.f1ter they tool: a. breather I told theM 
;::>leased when I told theM we had to run it one More 
24 
30,Pm). I was Vet-y net-Vous, a.S it was the Vet-y l'i,-st 
,Pt-eSented my wot-K, I t-ec.eiVed l'eedba.c.f l't-om Chad '/la.II, 
Chad enjoyed my C.t-ea.t,'vity and hand :JeStut-eS. '//is 
was ,Pt-oud ol' how well I had ot-:)a.ni,z.ed my t-ehea.t-Sa.l So 
el'l'ic.iently the n,3ht bel'ot-e. '#et- SU:J:JeStion was to be 
c.a.t-el'ul ol' not l'a.llin:) into the ty,Pic.a.l 'battle' with just 
25 
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told /J1e to dec.,'de =here ,'t ta./:es ;:,la.c.e a.nd =ha.t /:ind o.f' 
C.O/J1/J1ent. She SU:J:JeSted that I ta./:e the standard Ja.z.:z 







r,,u�.eived ./'eedbac.l;-. I was told to re.Searc.h tribal battles 
MOVeMent Voc.abula.ry. I was warned to be c.autious o./' 
I need less individual MoVeMent; tribe$ need to stic.l;-
27 
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Ii. the J>eC-eMber .:showin:3. I wa.:S told to wor/: on the 
.:strue_ture o.f' the entire piee_e and to enrie_h the 
./'roM MY dane_er.:S. tl.:se trial and error. See what wor/:.:s 
very well with the ,,,,,u.:sie_ in relat,'on.:sh,',P to eaC-h other. 
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the th/rd Sec,t/on. Chad l,'/:ed the _Partner,'n3 I had 
also addressed that .,,,,,Y Vocabulary .,,,,,,jht be too d,'.f'.f','cult 
.f'or .,,,,,Y dancers. S/nce I a_.,,,, th/s late ,'n the _Process and 
the.,,,,, and .,,,,,ysel.f' as well that they needed to wor/: on 
30 
:Jf-eat worf I have done .:s,'ne..e the la.st .:showin:J. In the 
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')1/owev'er, the re.St o-/' the -/'eedba.c.l( I -/'ound Very hel?-/'u/ . 
a.s/:ed /J1e ,'-/' I wa.s sa.t/s-/'/ed a.nd I told her no. ')I/oily ,.,,a_de 
yes a.nd she sa./d, • z',.,, Jl/ot ". She wor/:ed the,.,, a.nd bro/:e 
they reS?onded to her a.nd new I needed to be /J1ore c.lea.r 
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the end. 5he told 1'>1Y dane!..erS that they needed to ,PU.Sh 
harder and ::J'°Ve eVeryth,'nj they have. It ,·s not as easy 
last t//>'/e. 5he then told 1'>1Y dane!..erS that they needed to 
,Part =,'th the t=o /,'nes and a t/lt strue!..turally 1-<Jere not 
r,'::)ht. 5he =anted />'/e to loo': oVer this ,Part and See ,'.f' ,'t 
=as nee!..eSsary to have un/son and ,'I' So ,'t needs e!..lar/ty . 
Chad C!..0/>1/>'/ented on ho= ,'t needs to be />'/ore ol' a 'l'ae!..e 


































--- � ------------ -------------, 
to C-OMMent and Mentioned that the ;:,er.f'orManC-e needs 
Minutes ,'t loo.fed :Jrea.t. 5he lectured theM on ho,v they 
your hardest ,·s even harder ,'n reality. 5he a.I.so said I 
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Ma.rc.h 11, 2010- -roda.y .wa..s the a.c(jud/c.a.t/on. I .wa..s Very 
nervous, a..s .were my da.nc.er.S. I reV/e,wed a.I I the 
to da.nc.e so ha.rd .w,'th ener.3y that at the end you -Feel l,'f:e 
Ma.rc.h 21,,, 2010- -roda.y I had a. mentor.sh,',P .Se.s.s,'on ,w,'th 
I .would only ha.Ve l','ve da.nc.er.S out o-F the e1':)ht. I 
v,'.sua.lly See the .whole ,P,'c.ture ,w,'thout everyone there . 
-rhey then a.II a..s/:ed me a.bout .what ea.c.h .Sec.t,'on means, 
35 
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the .,t:'i,-st Sec.tion ,'s a prelude o.,t:' the tattle. -rite intens/ty 
will slowly '5uild up in the SeC-ond Sec.t,'on and at one 
me an abundanc.e o.,t:' .,t:'eed'5ac.i to re.,t:'lec.t on. I. was 
Ii i  . 11 
36 
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When I began to create costumes for my dance, I had to take a few things into 
consideration. My dancers play the role of bloodthirsty animals with all their movement derived 
from the reptilian brain. It entails very dynamic aggressive movement with detailed bird-like arm 
gestures. By observing the phrase material I created and the character I was asking them to play, 
I knew that they would need to have costumes that allowed full body movement and related to 
their character. I chose to use the colors red, turquoise, and black. I designed each to team to 
have a different color with both incorporating a black under tone. I chose bright colors because 
they play bird- like aggressive creatures and black to tie the teams in together. 
I configured one team to have bright red shorts and a black tank top with a red shredded/ 
cut up shirt that they personally designed. I chose the color red for a distinct purpose. Red is a 
very dominant color that represents power and is associated with war, danger, strength, energy 
and courage, which are the adjectives that describe my dance. My dancers are in constant 
conflict and are fighting for their lives against the other creatures. 
The other team had the same costume design except their colors were turquoise and 
black. I also chose the color turquoise for a distinct purpose. Turquoise resembles an emotional 
roller coaster, up and down. It is known to be associated with isolation due to lost of all rational 
thoughts and emotions. 
I incorporated black for both teams because it represents powerful, evil, deadly, and 
strong emotions. My dancers are constantly fighting for their lives trying to kill each other off. 
Combining the colors of red, turquoise, and black together creates an environment that is 





















A second addition I added to embellish was makeup. I used bright eye shadows and 
created a special design for each team complimenting their costumes and also to add an extra 
element to their character. Makeup also symbolizes courage and power in war. In tribal wars 
people would put makeup on to blend in with the environment and show they were ready to 
battle. With the combination of my movement, costume, makeup, and music humans no longer 
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Lighting 
My lighting designer was Johnny Garofalo and he created a master piece. He watched my 
piece once and immediately we began discussing color schemes. We chose the colors red and 
blue to go with their costumes. When these colored lights projected on my dancers they looked 
three-dimensional. With their costumes and lighting they appeared as foreign creatures from an 
under world. From this point on the lighting only brought my dance to life and became 
intensifying and intriguing to watch. We also chose to use a red eye to emphasize the deadly 
battle that was occurring and accented the lighting with the musical changes . 
Johnny also projected sidelights on my dancers to show off their muscular bodies and 
faces. Watching my vision come to life with the lights only illuminated the violent animalistic 







































For many months I have been using three different pieces of music. Since my piece is 
very athletic, involving many different level changes and high energy, I decided to use music 
with African drums. My original idea was that my piece took place in a jungle. I wanted to start 
out my piece with background noises of animals and waterfalls. I next wanted to transition into 
powerful driving music of the African drums. I wanted to stay with the same theme, but now 
develop my idea. I wanted the second piece of music to have strong sounds of different drums . 
As I began searching I was having many difficulties. I would find pieces of music that had the 
drums I wanted, but the pace of the song was too slow. I then decided to experiment with the 
genre of "street music". "Street music" incorporates many sounds of everyday life, pots and 
pans, trashcans, hammers etc. I liked this genre of music because it had many different sounds 
and notes that would allow my choreography to play with time and accents. I first looked into the 
group " Stomp!" They are very famous for their music. I found qualities I liked, but none of the 
scores would work for my piece. I then began searching and listening to bands in this genre of 
music. After many days I finally found a piece of music I liked. It is titled, " Body Sounds" by 
Street Drum Corps. This particular piece of music involved drums, tap shoes, buckets, pipes, and 
is very percussive. It was a very effective match for my piece and is very different from typical 
dance concert music. The piece was not very long so I needed to find another song to complete 
my piece. I began looking at the same artist to find another song that would fit or relate to the 
one I was currently using. I found a score titled, " Flaco 8 1  ". This selection of music involved 
drums, and percussive sounds of New York City. After I found those two pieces of music, I 
focused my energy on finding the right nature sounds. There were so many different selections of 

































h ad wa ter streams, wind, a nd animal so un d s . It is titl e d 'Mo nt ez um a  O
ro
p e nd ol a '  b y th e  S ou n d  
Guy . I us ed t his pie ce of mu sic as t he ope nin g . In my fin a l s ho wi
ng 
in De c e m b e r , I u s e d  a ll  th re e 
piec es of mu s ic. Ov er bre a k I w as uns u r e  as to w he th e r o r n ot t he la st p ie c e o f  m us i c w o u l d  w o r k 
f or my danc e .  I lik ed t he be at a nd perc u ss i ve driv e , b ut it in co rp ora te d in du s tri al t o ls . I w a s 
concern ed th at th is soun d wou ld n ot matc h m y m ov e m e n t. Whe n  I c am e b a c k i n  J a n u ary , I 
decid ed to ke ep t he la st pie ce of musi c. I ns tea d, I to s s ed t he fi rs t p ie ce o f  m us i c an d h a d th e  
danc e rs beg in in silenc e. Th is worke d o ut ve r y  we ll . At t he e nd o f m y fi r s t  s h o win g i n S p rin g 
semest er Dav id to ld me th at the two piece s  o f m us i c  w or ke d v e ry w ell to g et he r an d t o  k eep 
workin g wi th them. I w as excite d !  On e of t h e  m a i n c o m p o ne nt s  o f m y d
an
c e w a s c o mpl e t e . 
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Opening Dedication Dance ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . ... ... . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . .. D1VULGENCE 
Choreographer: Felicia Kelley 
Music: Darkwood VI: Medieval Dance, David Darling 
Costume Design: Jhia Jackson and Felicia Kelley 
Lighting: John A. Garofalo 
Dancer: Felicia Kelley 
Greeting and Introduction . . . ... ... .. . . . . ... . . . ... . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . ... . . . ... ... ... ... . . . . . . ... Prof. Judith M. Scalin 
KRIS ENGELSTAD . . . ... ... ... . . . ... . . . ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . . . .. . . .. ... . . . . . . ... ... .. . . . . ... .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... Film 
BEHIND THE SCENES: THE MAKING OF "INTERFERENCE" 
Thesis: Interference 
Faculty Mentors: Shane Acker, Jose Garcia-Morena, Jason Myhre 
Directed/choreographed by: Kris Engelstad 
Dancers: SaraAnne Fahey, Nick Heitz berg 
Cinematographer: Greg Pierce 
1st Assistant Camera: Shane Leary, Vince Patin 
Music: David Karagianis 
SARAH COX ............................................................................................. ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. Internship 
DIRECTING AND PRODUC:/NG A CONCERT 
Thesis: Student Assistant Director/Producer for the LMU 2010 Student Concert 
Faculty Mentors: Prof. Chad Michael Hall and Prof. Patrick Damon Rago 
COCO GUTILLA .. . ... . . . . .. ... ... .. . . . . . . . . . . .. , • • • .. , .. . ... ... . . . .......................................................... Research 
A JETE A DAY KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAY 
Thesis: Dance and the Physical, Emotional and Mental Development of Young Children 
Faculty Mentors: Prof. Judith M. Scalin and Vananda Thadani, Ph.D. Department of Psychology 
CHRISTINA D' ARRIGO ... ... ... . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... ... ... . .. .... . Choreographic 
FEMINISM THROUGH DANCE 
Thesis: Doubted 
Faculty Mentors: Teresa Heiland, Ph.D. and Kristen Smiarowski 
Music by David Karagiarils with words spoken by dancers 
Costume Design: Christina D'Arrigo 
Lighting Design: Thomas Wickboldt 
Dancers: Angela Bergamo, Desiree Gibson, Felicia Kelley, Brianna Mclellan; Shae Stanton 
Tl FF ANY TOO ... ... . . . . . . .. . . . . ... ... ... . . . . . . .. . ... ... . . . ... ... . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. ... ... . . . . . . ... ... . . . .. Documentary 
BACKGROUND OF"THR/VE" 
Thesis: Thrive: How Dancers Survive in Economic Crisis 
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Chad Michael Hall 
I 
LAUREN.JENKINS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Yoga Certification 
EXPLORATION OF YOGA 
Thesis: Yoga Teacher Training 
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Patrick Damon Rago 
Visual Assistance: Blair Brown, Sarah Thornason, Tim DeRodeff 
ERIN MORIARTY ••• ••• . . . • . • . • • ••• • . . ••• ••• • . • . . . • . . • . . ••. ••. . . . • . . • . • ••• •.• • . . ••• • . . • . . . . . • • • • . • ••• ••• ••• • Jnternship 
A LIFE BEHIND THE SCENES 
Thesis: Bridging the Gap Between Performance and Production 
Faculty Mentor: Holly Johnston 
BRITTANY WILLUT . . • • . • ••• ••. • • • . . . ••• • . . • • • ••• ••. .•• , • . • . . . . . • . • • . . ••• • •• • . . ••• •. . . • •  , . . • • . •••• .•• .• Choreographic 
UNCOVERING THE REPTILIAN BRAIN 
Thesis: Feathers Ruffled 
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Judith M. Scalin 
Music: Body Sound 2, Flaco 81; Street Drum Corps 
Costume Design: Jhia Jackson 
Lighting Design: John A. Garofalo 
Dancers: Jordan Adelberger, Shelbie Blackerby, Jesse Chin, Gina Lewis, Suzy Myre, Kelly Stanley, 
Erin Stover, Samantha Whidby 
SRIDEVI FOURNIER ••• . . . • • . • • • ••• .•• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• • • • ••• • . • • • . ••• • . • •• • . ••• ••• Massage Technician Certification 
I WENT TO MASSAGE SCHOOL 
Thesis: Body, Mind and Soul: A Holistic Approach to Massage 
F,!culty Mentor: Teresa Helland, Ph.D. 
FELICIA KELLEY • . . . • . ••• ••• • . • ••• ••. .•• ••. ••• ••• • • • ••• ••• ••• ••• • • . ••. ••. • . • . . • ••• . • • •• • •• • • • • • • . . ••• • • • •. Performance 
A CHAOTIC JOURNEY TO A NEW PERCEPTION 
Thesis: ••• .It Could Be Your Finest Hour 
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Chad Michael Hall 
DAN JELLE BURDICK •• . . . • • • • • . • . . . . . • ••• ••• ••• ••• •. .' . • . ••• • .  , • • • ••• ••• . • . ••. • •• • • • • . • ••• .••• ••• .•• ••. .•. Performance 
TWO OF A KIND 
Thesis: From Modern to Musical Theater: A Comparative Performance Thesis Linking the Genres 
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Judith M. Scalin 
BLAIR BROWN ••. • • • • • . ••• • • • • • • ••• ••• . . . ••• • • • • . • •.• ••. ••• .• • • ••• • . • ••• ••• ••. ••• • • • ••• • , • . . . ••••• Choreographic Film 
ENTRE NOUS: CAPTURING THE DETAILS OF MOVEMENT THROUGH FILM 
Thesis: Entre Nous (Between Us) 
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Chad Michael Hall 
Created by Blair Brown 
Director of Photography: Andrew Stephen Lee 
. . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . .. INTERMISSION . . . ... . . . . . . . .  . 
CHERYL SMITH •.. . . • •.• ..• . . . . . . . . • •.• • • . •.. ••• •.. . • . • • • • • • ••• • . . ... • • • . .. .•• . . • . • . •.. .•• ... .•• ••• .••••••.•.•.•• Research 
THE ART OF DANCE, THE WONDER OF LIFE 
Thesis: A Philosophical Evaluation of the Practice of Dance 
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Judith M. Scalin 
NICOLE FEIN ... ... . . . . . . . . . ... ... ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Research 
GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY 
Thesis: Musical Theater: An American Art Form 
Faculty Mentor: Teresa Heiland, Ph.D. 
LOLA YORK ... ... . . . . . . ... ... . . . ... . . . ... ... ... . . . ... . . . ... . . . . . . .... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... . . . ... ... . Yoga Certification 
INSPIRATION INTEGRATE 
Thesis: A Graphic Journal Integrating Yoga Teacher Training, Dance and Life 
Faculty Mentors: Tekla Kostek and Prof. Judith M. Scalin 
AMBER WATERFORD ..• ..• • . • • • • •• • • • • •.. ••• ••• • . . ••. • • . . • • • • • • . . • • • • • . •• • ••• • . . ••• .•. • ; • ••. ••. • • • . • . • . • .•• Research 
IS IT HIP OR NO7? CALL IT HIP-HOP 
Thesis: What Hip-Hop Means to Young Black Women 
Faculty Mentors: Nancy Jabbra, Ph.D. Department of Women's Studies and Prof. Judith M. Scalin 
ERIN STOVER ... ... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . ... ... ... . . . . . . . . . .  Performance and Feasibility Study 
, THE HEALING POWER 
Thesis: A Study of Dance Movement Therapy Based on a Persona/ Performance Experience 
Faculty Mentor: Teresa Heiland, Ph.D. 
HEATHER URSULUM ... . . . .. . ... ... ... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . ... ... ... ... ... . . . ... Choreographic 
FUSION OF THE CODIFIED WITH THE QUIRKY 
Thesis: Sextet in C# Major 
Faculty Mentor: Paige Porter 
Music: Laptop Dance No. 3, David Karagianis 
Costume Design: Heather Ursulum 
Light Design: Sara Garcia 
Dancers: Lauren Cannon, Annie Johnson, Felicia Kelley, Callie Lyons, Samantha Whidby, Rose Xing 
EMILY TOM EU .•• ••• • , . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... ... ... . . . . . . .. . . . . ... ... . . . .. Internship/Research 
THE IN'S AND OUT'S OF P/LATES: BODY AND BUSINESS 
Thesis: E.L. T. Pi/ates Co. 
Faculty Mentor: Teresa Heiland, Ph.D. 
JEN ESSA WIGLER . . . . . . ... ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . .. . . .. ... ... .. . .... Choreographic 
THE DANCER IN EVERYONE 
Thesis: FAME 
Faculty Mentor: Prof. Patrick Damon Rago 
Costume Design: Alpha Phi: Jenessa Wigler, Danielle Burdick and Erin Moriarty; and 
Lambda Chi Alpha: Jenessa Wigler and Josh Hoffman 
Dancers: The chapters of Alpha Phi and Lambda Chi Alpha 
AZALEA ECHAVARRIA .. . . . . . . . ... ... ... . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . ... . . . . . . ... : • . . . . . . . . . . . .  , •.. Research 
STRONG FREE-FLOW 
Thesis: Boy-Energy in the Creative Dance Experience 
Faculty Mentor: Teresa Heiland, Ph.D . 
. NELLY CAMACHO ... .. .. ... ........... ... ... . . . . . . ......... . . . . ... ... . . . . . . ... ... ... . . . . . ..... ... . . . . . . ... . ...... .... Researc::h 
TRANSITION FROM STUDENT TO PROFESSIONAL 
Thesis: Ethnography of Intersect Dance Theater 
Guest Artist and Faculty Mentor: Mark Haines and Prof. Judith M. Scalin 
TUMBLEWEED ... ... ... ... ... ..... . . . ... .. This year inaugurates the first of what will be an annual Senior Dance. 
The Seniors gather to dance together for the last time on the LMU stage. 
(Although not all Seniors are dancing due to time commitments, each Senior's energy propels the spirit of the dance.) 
Choreographer: Rogelio Lopez 
Music: Chaconne; Michael Galasso 
Costume Design: Liz. Pelster 
Lighting Design: John A. Garofalo 
Dancers: Blair Brown, Danielle Burdick, Sarah Cox, Christina D'Arrigo, Nicole Fein, 
Sridevi Fournier, Lauren Jenkins, Felicia Kelley, Erin Moriarty, Cheryl Smith, Erin Stover, 
Tiffany Too, Heather Ursulum, Brittany Willut, Lola York 
Celebration Presentation ... ... . . . ...... . . . ... . . . .. . . . . ... ... . . . ... . . . ... ... . . . .. . . . . ..... . Dance Program Faculty 
RECEPTION to follow in Strub Theater, Foley Lobby 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
Production Crew/ Running Crew 
Stage Manager ... ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ... HeathE:?r Romanowski 
Assistant Stage Manager ... ... . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . ... . .. . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . . ... ... ... Christie Afzal 
Programs . . . . . . ... . . . ... . . . ... ... ... . . . ... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .  Elizabeth Chitty, Sarni Skelton 
Follow Spot ..• •. . •.. . • . . . . . . . . . • .•. . • . ... . . . ... . . . . . . ... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . .•. . . •  : . . . ••. . . . ... Hannah lnayoshi 
Deck Hands ... . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . • • . . . . . ••. ... . . . ... • . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . • . . . ... ... •.. ... . . . . . . •  Coco Caporal, Hannah Im 
Preparation Crew 
Poster/Publicity ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... , .. Chad Michael Hall 
Videographer ... . . . . . . . . . ... ... ... . . . ... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .... Jovan Dansberry, Loretta Toso 
House Production Staff 
Co-Chair, Theatre Arts and Dance/Director of Dance ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .  Judith M. Scalin 
Technic.al Director .... ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . F. Jason Sheppard 
Costume Director .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . .. Gwynne Clark 
Musical Director., .. . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . ... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . ... ... ... David Karagianis 
Lighting Designer .. . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... ... .... . . . . . ... . . • . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... ..... John A. Garofalo 
Master Electrician .... ... ... ... ... . . . . . . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... Robert Hillig 
Production Manager . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . ..• . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . . . ..• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Patrick Damon Rago 
Dance Department Administrative Assistant .................................................................... Layne McGhee 
House Production Assistants 
Production Electricians .... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Chasen Banks, Craig Batory, Laura Cain, James Cammack, 
. . . ... .. . ... , .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .. . . ; . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . Leah Clark, Samantha Cloonan, Erica Enyon, Sean Daly, 
. . . ..• ... ... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... • . . • . . .. Michael Fullman, Lexi Graboski, Devin Kasper, Albina Katsman, 
. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... •. . .. . . . . ... Dustin Pearson, Abby Pierce, Th�mas Riordan, Heather Romanowski, 
. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . • ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . . , . .. . .  Tomas Wickboldt, Brianna Young, Michael Zazarino 
Office Assistants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... Victoria Acker, Ellie Biddle, Shelbie Blackerby, Lauren Cannon, 
, . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .  Jhia Jackson, Courtney Myers, Sarni Skelton, Nicole Sylva, Brittany Willut 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
We begin our acknowledgements.with a special THANK YOU to our Administrative Assistant Layne McGhee. 
Layne received her BFA degree in Dance from California State University at Long Beach. She brings her 
expertise as a dancer and a leader of others to her work in our Dance Program. She not only serves the 
Dance Program in traditional administrative assistant ways, but she also has been an invaluable participant in 
costume design and purchase, dance shoe selection and purchase, and consultation on other aspects of 
Dance Production. Layne _performs her work with astounding COITJpetence always seasoned withgood 
humor, patience, and a great deal of love of Dance and our students. 
We express appreciation to Professor Barbara Busse, our Dean, lwona Czarny, our Associate Dean, and Dr. 
Elaine Walker our Academic Coordinator. Their work with us insures excellence and promotes animated 
envisioning. Moreover, our work would not be possible without the assistance of Gerohy O'Connell, Joan 
Rose, Layne McGhee ( our administrative assistant), and Mickey Andersen, along with David Greenfield, 
Information Technology Services. We also thank our Department Co-Chair Professor Diane Benedict for her 
ongoing support, and CSULB's Liz Pelster, for her ongoing costume assistance. 
We thank our family of donors who assist us with generous gifts that enable us to offer scholarships and 
enrich programming for dance majors. We are grateful for the assistance of Catherine Graham from the 
Office of Financial Aid, Tara Frates, University Relations, and Barbara Busse, Dean, CFA. In their own way, 
each of these women helped us identify and select the recipients of scholarships and/or assisted us in 
planning and implementing dance arts education and artistic events. 
We thank Student Health Services and Student Psychological Services. These professionals work with our 
dancers to insure they are well and able to dance most fully. We also thank our Dance Program Wellness 
Team: Mavis Rode, physical therapist; Teresa Heiland, faculty, certified Pilates and Franklin Method 
specialist; and Lizzy Mulkey, alumna and certified Pilates specialist. 
Dr, Margaret Kasamatis and Dr. Laura Massa guide our work in Assessment assisting us to be the most 
effective practioners of envisioning, reflection, and reporting. 
It is also important to note the work of the staff from Operations and Maintenance, Campus Ministry, the 
Center for lgnatian Spirituality, and Student Affairs. Our students are whole people. Students' physical, 
spiritu�I, emotional, fiscal, and social lives_ play an active role in the dancers they ultimately become. 
We thank our families - our parents, spouses, and children -for their generosity of time, spirit and financial 
resources that enable us to study and perform that which we love. 
We acknowledge the energetic and visionary work of our President, Rev. Robert Lawton, S.J., and thank 
Chief Academic Officer Ernest Rose for investing so much focus and drive into academic life at LMU. This 
year concludes each of their terms of leadership, and we wish them the best as they journey into new 
scholarship and leadership roles. The Dance Program is fortunate to have leaders who cherish the heart, 
revel in the mind, and honor the body. These two people have consistently supported our students and 
faculty - financially, spiritually, and intellectually; 
· · 
In closing, we remember Fr. Lawton's invocat.ion from lraneus calling the university community to become 
"human beings fully alive!" Dance is an opportunity to celebrate that completeness, We offer our work in 
this spirit. 
Full-Time Dance Faculty & Staff: 
Judith M. Scalin, Co-Chair Theatre Arts and Dance/Director of Dance 
Scott Heinzerling, Professor 
Patrick Damon Rago, Associate Professor 
Teresa Heiland, Assistant Professor 
Chad Michael Hall, Visiting Assistant Professor 
David Karagianis, Music Director 
Layne McGhee, Administrative Assistant 
Part-Time Dance Faculty: 
Mecca Vazie Andrews, James Devries, John Doyle, June Ouarte, Monti Ellison, John Garofalo, John 
Gaydos, Hiroshi Hamanishi, Katie Hunt, Holly Johnston, Erica Jordan, Denise Leitner-Starkopf, 
Rogelio Lopez-Garcia, Sarah Mata-Gabor, Susan McGreevy-Nichols, 
Sophie Monat-Gaydos, Jason Myhre, Jill Nunes-Jensen, Gaida Paulovska, Paige Porter, Rolanda · 
Reese, Kristen Smiarowski, Tim Stevenson, Caprice Walker 
Accompanists: 
Christina De Larkin, Monti Ellison, Chia Hui Lin, Adrian Novotny, Valerie Spliny, Deanna Watkins 
Staff: 
Lizzy Mulkey, Pilates Specialist 
Mavis Rode, Physical Therapist 
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Ballet: 144- Jose Costas 
• Focus- looking beyond 
• Head and body positions 
• Articulation of the feet 
• Alignment of the body 
Reflections 
• Learned to be able to reverse combinations in a short time span 
• Focused on portabra on how to developpe the arms 
Ballet IV ( 420): Scott Heinzerling 
• How to make movement look soft and light 
• Alignment of the hips 
• How to use two different body parts simultaneously 
• How the floor can help you fix your body alignment by doing the exercises lying on the 
floor. 
• How to go through proper arm positions when transitioning into a new step or phrase 
• Plant your body into the floor 
Intermediate/Advance Ballet ( 461): Tekla Kostek 
• To analyze the mechanics of the body and see what needs to happen in order to perform 
movement 
• Have presence and be in the moment 
• How to look effortless 
• View the world as beautiful and take advantage of what we offer 
• Think of your toes as suction cups to hold you on balance 
• Engaging the inner thighs and hamstrings for stabilizing the body 
Pointe and Variations (421): Sophie  Monat- Gaydos 
• How to properly roll through Pointe shoes 
• How to depress the chest and still stay pulled up 
• How to move fast and still stay light on your feet 
• Musicality 
• Proper head alignment with portabra 
• Turns and fouettes 
Ballet Repertory ( 498): Sophie Monat-Gaydos 
• Her work and choreography 
• Contemporary dance 
• Contractions and off center movements 
• Partnering 
• Working in duets and trios 
• Ensemble group work 
55 
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Jazz IV (345): Mike Esperanza 
• how-to move the body organically 
• how use technique and let it go at times 
• isolate body parts and how to approach auditions mentally and physically 
• enjoy dance 
• trained me how to pick up choreography at a fast rate 
Jazz IV (345): Paige Porter 
• How to mentally approach movement. 
• Listen to your body 
• Release and breathe 
• Usage of the back 
• Technique 
• how imagery is a helpful tool 
Jazz 3/4 (143): Linda Ellison 
• Change of tempos 
• Stylize movements 
• Use the floor as a helping/ supporting tool in dance 
• Observe others and see what you can take to help you 
Intermediate Advance Jazz Dance (398): Paige Porter 
• How to release while isolating body parts 
• Posture alignment 
• How to focus in mentally and physically 
• How to use the back and the connectivity to the arms 
• Scapula and pelvic tilts 
• Execution and jazz lines 
Advance Jazz Master Class (498): Judy Scalin 
• All different styles of choreography 
• How to be versatile 
• Work with choreographers 
• Be attentive 
• Work habits 
• Grow with the challenges and support your fellow class mates . 
Modem III (302): Rogelio Lopez 
• How to land on the floor correctly 
• To take risks 
• Get low- drop the pelvis 
• Release the back 
• Use ofspace 
• To be organic and connect movements 
Modem III (302): Damon Rago 
• Use of breathe 
• Importance of head tail connectivity 
• Suspension in movements 
• Laban terms 
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• Use of angles and space 
Modem IV ( 402): Chad Hall 
• Inversions 
• Focus 
• Aerial work 
• How to control and land the body correctly 
• To take risks and not be scared 
• How to build strength for inversion work 
Modem 3/4 (145): Linda Ellison 
• Close the rib cage 
• Use ofstemum 
• Let go of technique and shapes 
• Directional changes 
• Work from a parallel position 
Improvisation : Damon Rago 
• Have confidence 
• Go for it and don't let what others think affect you 
• Have fun 
• Be creative and see what works and what doesn't 
• Choreographic utensils 
• Listen to the way your body wants to move. Do not fight it 
Introduction to Choreography (160): Linda Ellison 





• level changes 
Advance Dance Composition( 1 62): Linda Ellison 
• How to take images/details and make a dance out of it 
• be inventive 
• don't let the music override your dance 
• experiment 
• use your resources 
• see dance as dance from an outside viewers point 
Choreography Workshop (498): Chad Hall 
• How to create a phrase and make a piece out of it 
• Become inventive 
• Consider the options you haven' t  explored 
• Challenges only make you stronger 























• Dig deep, cross boundaries, and be willing to make a mistake 
Rehearsal and Performance 
• Work ethic 
• Take the hard work you put in and now enjoy it on the stage 
• Focus and concentrate at details 
• Let the nerves relax 
• Be confident 
• Enjoy the dance 
To Dance is Human (38 1): Judy Scalin 
• What the body, mind and spirit mean 
• Anyone can dance 
• Different cultures and what dance symbolizes to them 
• How we are all so different, yet so similar 
• How dance brings forth a community 
• How dancers forget were allowed to be human 
Kinesiology for Dancers I (480): Mavis Rode 
• The anatomy of the body 
• Mechanics of how the body works 
• Healing and strengthening exercises 
• What allows a dancer to have good turnout 
• Exploration and discovery of the bones and muscles 
• Come to a further understanding of a dancers body: the how's and why's 
History of Dance Theater (28 1): Jill Nunes 
• The origin of dance 
• How it was a form of entertainment for royalty 
• Major influences in the history of dance 
• Origin of ballet, modem jazz and tap 
• Four pioneers of modern dance 
• Ballet Russes and how it influenced the ballet world 
Yoga I (374): John Doyle 
• Yoga poses 
• How to meditate 
• Different yoga positions 
• The different ways to breathe 
• Yoga vocabulary 
• How to keep the tranquility and peace in yoga to your personal life 
Principles of teaching (484): Teresa Heiland 
• Learned the California standards for dance education and how to create a curriculum that 
meets such requirements 
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• How to make teaching resumes and cover letters 
• How to approach different kinds of learning abilities 
• How dance can help children mentally and physically 
• How dance can help children mentally and physically 
• Mechanics of teaching kids 
Laban Movement Analysis: Damon Rago and Mary McLaughlin 
• The basic Laban vocabulary and accompanying symbols . 
• Learned to improve and use Laban symbols to identify the quality of movement 
• Learned to describe dance in an academic manner through papers 
Music for dance/drumming ( 397): Monti Ellison 
• Learned the basic rhythms ( 3/4) through African drumming and tap dance 
• It increased my awareness of musicality 
• It gave me a better ear listening to music/ hearing the beats more distinctively 
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Emotions and the Impact they have on the Brain 
According to computer scientist Gelernter (2000), " Emotions are not a form of thought, 
not an additional way to think, not a special cognitive bonus, but are fundamental to thought" 
(p.50). The human brain functions as a whole. When the emotions and the body are dissociated 
from cognition, rational behavior and learning are non-existent. Society has it made its own 
conclusion that emotions are somehow antagonistic to thinking. It is very simple to see how this 
thinking has evolved over time. The famous Greek philosopher Plato makes a statement about 
emotions saying, " It feeds and waters the passions instead of drying them up; she lets them rue, 
although they ought to be controlled if mankind are ever to increase in happiness and virtue" . 
The philosophers Plato, Kant, and Descartes also agreed on, " the notion that the best thinking 
occurs in the cool clear light of reason, high above the distraction and messiness of emotion: 
(Hannaford, 1 995 p.50). It only makes sense because we associate emotions as extra parts of our 
life, not as part of our daily thinking and living . 
Emotions also play a huge role in healing injuries. Body, thought, and emotions are 
linked together through intricate nerve networks and function as a whole unit. Research in the 
neurosciences have helped explained why rich emotional development is essential fir having a 
clear understanding of rational thought, creativity, imagination, relationships, and the health of 
the body. An example of this is expressively a well known scientist named Damasio. He states, " 
Emotions are felt as bodily states and are the means through which the mind knows about how 
the body feels as a touchstone for cognitive survival" (Hannaford, 1 995, p.52). This relationship 
has been proven to affect the healing process of injuries. 
A theory has developed by Damasio stating, " Emotions provide the essential criteria on 
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thinking process of what is right and what is wrong. When involved in physical activities, we 
know whom what degree our bodies can handle. While dancing is beautiful, it is also an art that 
is emotionally and physically hard on the body, dancing, as with any sport, comes with the 
possibility of getting injured. Dancers are very strong, driven people and will push through the 
pain. The down side of this determination is that dancers do not always comply with their body's 
messages, as a result, dancers end up hurting themselves more than average athletes. The brain 
and body sends signals as to what is too over bearing for cognitive survival. Human emotions 
help decide whether or not to listen. When a serious injury occurs and dancers cannot move, they 
are unable to dance. When emotions confuse logic an injury occurs and the outcome can be 
painful. This sometimes leads to depression and frustration for many dancers, which in turn 
causes the healing time to take longer. 
According to Hannaford (1995), " Emotions meet at the intersection of the body and 
mind" (p.53) Most of emotional processing take place in the Limbic System. The limbic system 
is the area that lies between the reptilian brain and the cerebral cortex. The limbic system links 
with the neocortex, which allows for emotional and cognitive processing to occur. The limbic 
system consists of five structures the Amygdala playing major role in emotions. This portion 
then links to main areas that are involved in cognitive and sensory processing. It allows dancers 
to contemplate a situation by coordinating bodily reactions that serve as an internal warning. 
This gives dancers the chance to respond correctly with fear and anxiety. The body will then 
formulate memories that are related to fear and anxiety. For instance, if a dancer is to fall and 
sprain his or her ankle, the body will react immediately with neurotransmitters, releasing 
adrenalin (Hannaford, 1 995). 
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All emotional/cognitive processing has been proven to be biochemical. It triggers specific 
neurotransmitters on how we feel about a situation. The body will then respond with a series of 
survival oriented reactions. These reactions include continuing dancing and acting like the 
pain/injury does not exist. When the adrenaline is increased it also produces the neurotransmitter 
cortisol. This decreases our ability to learn and remember. Instead of her or him denying the 
situation and furthering injuring ourselves, we should see it as a learning experience or an 
adventure. If we perform this action then the healthy neurotransmitters will be released. GABA, 
acetylcholine, interferon, and interleukins are the positive healing neurotransmitters. When these 
neurotransmitters are released they increase our ability to establish or reorganize neural networks 
so we can clearly process our thinking. According to Hannaford (1995), these emotions and the 
release of neuron transmitters the emotions elicit, are intertwined with cognitive function. 
Emotions, thoughts, and images form in different areas of the brain and involve different 
neurotransmitters. Images of movement and dance are held in certain areas of the brain 
responsible for instigating muscle movement. The movements are reflected and released in areas 
of the brain that send messages to the muscles. The places where the images of movement are 
located send nerve messages to the Hypothalamus, which goes out to the rest of the body . 
Likewise, the movement is picked up by the brain and carries messages to the Hypothalamus . 
The hypothalamus is the lower part of the middle of the brain. When a dancer moves or recalls a 
movement, he or she sends out messages to his or her whole body. The areas of the brain that 
control movement and memory of movement have nerve cells discharging, which makes images 
come to life. An example of this would be a dancer choreographing. The dancer would 
experience the image of movement coming from her imagination or her memory. The 
Hypothalamus causes activation in the automatic nervous system, which results in the arousal or 
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realization of a 'double balancing' system. The ' doubling balancing' system reaches out to the 
whole body touching virtually every cell. When the brain has a memory of moving away from a 
threat, a release has taken place and the tension that was once there is now gone. Therefore, the 
person is in a state of release. When the parasympathetic nervous system is stimulated, it results 
in relaxation, healing, and maintenance. 
Now you can see how the mind is connected to the body, and how muscle movements stimulate 
the entire body. 
Emotions play a huge role in healing the body. Emotions do not just produce chemicals in the 
body, but they are also what lets us heal or prevents us from healing. Those neurons decide 
whether or not the healing process will belong or short. Dancers who have positive attitudes and 
outlooks on their injury will have a faster recovery time. Many times dancers let their minds 
control them instead of controlling their minds. This is an important concept to remember. On 
numerous occasions dancers let their emotions take over them negatively and cause depression 
due to the injury. These emotions take over them negatively and cause depression due to the 
injury. These emotions will determine our approximate healing time frame 
When a person dances or imagines dancing, parts of the cerebrum are activated and send 
out messages to the Hypothalamus. This part of the brain allows the dancer to respond to dance 
imagery. For example, if a dance movement represents joy, the body is able to respond and be 
put into a healing state. Another example would be if the dance image involves someone running 
from another dancer in a frightened manner. This would cause you to experience sensations of 
tension and fear in which the body will remain in a tense state according to the physiology of 
stress. In addition, the body can also bathe every cell in the body with a hormonal flood, causing 
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these flashes, the Hypothalamus sends out messages to the adrenal glands to release epinephrine, 
adrenaline, and other hormones. The messages go throughout the body and are picked up by 
receptors in our cells causing them to contract, relax, act or others to rest. According to 
Hannaford (1995) our entire physiology is changed a second time by either a dance movement or 
image held in our consciousness to which we respond. 
Another realm that relates to this topic is the neurotransmitters. Images cause areas of the 
brain to react releasing endorphins, and other neurotransmitters, which affect brain cells and the 
immune system. The neurotransmitters relieve the pain and cause the immune system to function 
more efficiently. When a person watches a dancer or imagines the dance movements in a free 
spirit or possibly inner healing images, the body will actually change its physiology in response. 
In the end a person does not need to do anything except have positive images flowing through 
them because the body will perform the action just through the impetus of dancing or imagining 
movement. As stated by Halprin (2000) 
All types of movement influence emotions. These emotions can be as simple as happiness 
or as complex as recalling a memory that was very hurtful. A body-mind healing expert named 
Maureen Redl states, " In healing, everything is possible, even as nothing is certain" (Halprin, 
2000, p. l 67. Anna Halprin, a healing dance instructor, says, " Medicine has lost its connection 
to the heart and intuitive spirit, art and healing can be reunited through ritual to become one 
again " (Halprin, 2000, p. l 60. Anna Halprin talks about how our body is a temple and our 
emotions are the key ingredients of delivering a healthy message to the body for it to heal. 
She also states, " Art and ritual are the doorways into the reahn of the heart, the tool for 
transformation we now seek. They are what opens and what changes. (Halprin, 2000, p.160)" 
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Anna herself was diagnosed with cancer. The doctors found a malignant tumor in her pelvic 
region. The doctors immediately performed surgery on her and removed the tumor. Three years 
later her cancer returned. Instead of treatment, she created a dance called her, " Dark Side". The 
dance dealt with releasing pent-up rage and any repressed emotions as a part of healing. She then 
imagined water cleansing her cancer out of her system. The next day her cancer went into 
spontaneous remission. Anna Halprin proves that emotions are a central way of healing. She also 
mentions, " As  a dance artist I am propelled toward the natural world by three beliefs. One is the 
notion that the human body is a microcosms of the earth; the second is that the process of nature 
are guidelines to my aesthetics; and the third is that nature is a healer " (Landgraf, 2009, p.124) 
Now that you understand the science of emotions and how they are process, it is easy to 
see how emotions play a huge role in our lives. Emotions can create a disturbance in the body. 
Our thinking is blocked by toxic chemicals and can or will cause injuries and unsuccessful 
dancing. Dance involves many protoceptive sensory and motor pathways. The dancers imagine 
and remember movements, which are very real and intense experiences. The dancer sends out 
messages to her body when she moves. When the nerve cells discharge, the image of movement 
comes to life. Dancers need to keep their bodies as a temple of positive neurotransmitters, 
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Aesthetic Statement:My Choreographic Aesthetic 
At the age of three my fashion statement became little pink slippers, a tutu around the 
waist, and hair in a bun. Immediately, I became a bunhead. I was drawn to the beautiful 
ballerinas dancing on their toes. I wanted to be just like them, gliding across the floor with such 
elegance and fluidity, like wind under a feather. Ballet is a very set style and has been performed 
since King Louis XIV. Ballet was only allowed for the elite dancers. It took a special person of 
great talent to execute the style correctly and beautifully. These dancers had the ability to 
perform movements that were unnatural for the human body and present a beautiful work of art . 
The works of Marius Petipa and George Balanchine exemplifies the excellence and perfection it 
takes to be a ballerina . .  Ballet has always been my first love for its elegance, and it has been a 
major influence in my choreographic aesthetic . 
Along with studying ballet, I studied jazz dance .We mainly devoted working on 'tricks' 
for competitions. The tricks of multiple pirouettes,jumps, and acrobatics. I grew up in this 
environment of performing tricks, and ballet for several years. It was these two styles of dance 
that began to play a role in my choreographic aesthetic. In high school I choreographed my first 
dance and immediately fell in love. I loved having the ability to create and see my vision 
performed live on stage. I was still searching to fmd my true creative and inventive stylized 
movement. 
When I came to Loyola Marymount University, I was introduced to modern dance. It was 
a whole new world that I have never discovered. Contractions, parallel stance of the feet and 
body, and seeing the world upside down was intriguing to me. My first semester at Loyola 
Marymount University was a struggle, but also a capius learuing experience. I attained the tasks 
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and physicality the body is capable of. I learned how to throw my body into space, perform 
aerial movements and inversions. In addition to this I experienced a new side of partnering. It 
was no longer only the traditional etiquette of male lifting a female, but now same genders were 
partnering each other. I was taught how to use hooks, levers, and weight shifting of the body . 
Using these devices is what enables you to lift anyone of any size. It's how you utilize your 
body. In many class sessions we devoted time to practicing and exploring different parts of the 
body that can hold lots of weight. One day I was partnered with a male. Given the skills and 
techniques, I was able to lift and place him on my shoulder. This was when my teacher's words 
became true that anyone can lift a body of any size. This new vocabulary of dance slowly played 
a role in my choreographic aesthetic . 
Jazz dance at Loyola Marymount University has contributed to my choreographic 
aesthetic as well. I learned so many different styles such as Jazz Funk, classical jazz, 
contemporary, and commercial. I had gained so much new information about the body and 
quality of movement that now I felt like I could truly explore. In all ofmy classes this was 
encouraged. The teachers wanted us to find new pathways, invent movement, explore what one 
could do using the body, and how could this help you as a dancer/choreographer. As I 
approached my senior year at Loyola Marymount University, I finally found my true 
choreographic aesthetic. I am still a bunhead, but now I incorporate much more diverse 
movement. In my choreographic aesthetic I take the basics of ballet as the backbone of my 
technical movements, using corky stylizations of jazz, modern aerial work, and inversion as the 
components of my choreography. I love performing and creating phrases of high physicality and 
energy. I find it exhilarating, exciting to watch, and perform as well. Ballet will always be my 
































level. I will take it further than where I began with my artistic abilities and transform the 
classical movement into something enriching and inventive. I have choreographed many 
different genres of dance, but now I truly see what I am good at stylistically and physically. I 
now understand the mechanics of the body and clearly see how the muscles and ligaments 
function. My choreographic aesthetic is a dance fusion of jazz and modem dance. Jazz dance lets 
me release and become the wild energetic person I am. The energy, precision, musicality, 
movements, and style are where my movement is derived from. The modem dance is where I 
find my inspiration for aerial work and to be upside down. Inversions of all types show the 
physicality and muscularity it takes to be a dancer. Modem dance is where I also draw my hand 
gestures. Gestures, directional facings, change of energy, and focus are what advance a dance 
from good to great. The audience and artist themselves look for details. Details are the key 
component for invention and having movement being more than ordinary. It is no longer 
ordinary, but inventive. Over the past two years that I have been here, I have accumulated so 
much valuable information on dance and dance composition. I have been given choreographic 
devices that will stick with me for the rest of my life . 
When I choreograph I feel free to open my emotions and show my raw skin. It is a way 
for me to express myself and bring out the other side of me that is usually hidden. It is at this 
point where an artist becomes true to him or herself. The work they create will be true from the 
heart. As an artist you must be willing to have successes and many failures. I have experienced 
both at Loyola Marymount University and have learned through the joys of happiness and tears 
of sadness. Throughout my journey here, I discovered what made my dances successful and what 
created the downfalls. I took a giant risk this year choreographing a big cast, and it has been so 
























fix them myself. My dance this year showed me what it is like in the professional world and was 
the last lesson I needed to learn before I graduated. As an artist you learn and grow each day. For 
every failure a skin peels off and a new one forms. You shed the sorrow that you feel, and let 
something new and great come alive. No one ever said the art of creating dance is easy, but it is 
those who persevere through the failures that add a different texture, love to their artwork, and 
voice. Hanya Hohnes once stated, "Master whatever comes your way and enjoy the mastering . 
Unless you are challenged there is no work, there is no accomplis!nnent, there is nothing of 
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Rambert Dance Company - About 
Rambert 
RSS Feed 
About Rambert Dance Company 
Rambert Dance Company is Britain's flagship contemporary dance company. Under the artistic direction of 
Mark Baldwin it tours throughout the UK and overseas , producing an unrivalled quantity of new work on 
the large-scale. Established in 1926 by Polish dance teacher Marie Rambert, Rambert continues to build on 
its rich heritage to deliver performances full of ideas and passion . 
Exciting and innovative programming is born through bold collaborations with composers, designers and 
visual artists. The Company believes in the power of live music to enrich the senses, and works with 
Rambert Orchestra to present a variety of musical styles . 
Rambert's 22 dancers are considered to be some of the finest and most versatile in the world, meeting the 
challenge of performing a range of styles with precision and flair. Committed to creating dance for future 
generations, the Company seeks out and nurtures new and exciting choreographers. 
The Company provides a vibrant and accessible dance experience and is committed to engaging people of 
all ages through learning and participation . 
Rambert Dance Company has plans to move the Company to new, purpose-built headquarters. This 
exciting prospect will transform Rambert's working practices and realise its full potential for the next 80 
years and beyond . 
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Richard Alston, Artistic Director of The Place, the UK's 
premier centre for contemporary dance, is internationally 
recognised as one of the most inspiring and i nfluential 
choreographers in British dance. 
Perhaps more than any other choreographer, Richard is known for his 
instinctive musicality. Alston is renowned for having a very close 
relationship with his music, taking inspiration for his work directly from the 
music he uses, to use the music as a point of departure for the 
choreography. {He recently said that to unwind, as well as reading or 
watching films, he listens to music he knows he does not want to make 
dance to) . 
Some recent examples are: 
Shimmer, set to Ravel's solo piano music, with costumes designed for 
him by Julien MacDonald 
Overdrive, set to the minima/ism and complexity of Terry Riley's 
rhythmic Keyboard Study 
Gypsy Mixture, set to riotus Balkan gypsy music given a tech no remix 
by DJ Shantal 
The Devil in the Detail, set to Scott Joplin's piano rags 
Sorn in Sussex in 1948, Richard was educated at Eton where he discovered 
his passion for music in the school gramophone library, listening to Bach 
and Billie Holliday, or blasting Wagner's Ring at the cows grazing outslde . 
He then studied fine art and theatre design at Croydon College of Art in 
1965, before becoming one of the very first students at the newly 
established London Contemporary Dance School in 1968 . 
It was at this point that he started to choreograph, as he studied under the 
groundbreaking teaching of Robert Cohan and the leadership of Robin 
Howard, who first brought contemporary dance to the UK from America in  
the late 1950s . 
He went on to choreograph for The Place's resident company London 
Contemporary Dance Theatre before forming the UK's first independent 
dance company, Strider, in 1972. In 1975 he left for New York to study at 
the Merce Cunningham Dance Studio and on his return two years later he 
worked throughout the UK and Europe as an lndependent choreographer 
and teacher. Ironically, working with Cunningham - known as the man who 
completely divorced dance from music - brought Richard back to his 
musical instincts. Returning from New York he made a solo about what he'd 
missed from England while he'd been away - he illustrated his solo with 
slides of Hawksmoor churches, and set them to Purcell's harpsichord music. 
"I think that's the first time I really dealt with music. I had very specific 
ideas about how music and dance should co-operate. I don't like the 
'bathroom effect' - when you put on music that makes you feel huge - it's 
great in the shower but I don't want it in the theatre. I want the thing you 
see to be what uplifts you." 
In 1980 he was appointed Resident Choreographer with Ballet Rambert, 
becoming the company's Artistic Director from 1986 - 1992. During his 
time there he created twenty-five works for Rambert besides being 
commissioned to create works for the Royal Danish Ballet (1982) and the 
Royal Ballet (1983); he also made Soda Lake (1981) and Dutiful Ducks 
(1982), two solo works for Michael Clark. He returned to Rambert in 2001, 
creating Unrest to help celebrate Rambert's 75th anniversary . 
In 1992 Richard was invited to create a full evening of his own work for the 
Ballet Atlantique based in La Roche/le, France. He made another full 
evening for London Contemporary Dance Theatre at the 1994 Aldeburgh 
Festival and it was therefore a logical step to go on to form his own 
company, which he did when he took up the post of Artistic Director of The 
Place. Richard Alston Dance Company was launched at The Place in 
November 1994. 
Richard was made an honorary Doctor of Philosophy (in Dance) at Surrey 
University in 1992 and in 2003 received an honorary MA from University 
College Chichester. In 1995 he was named Cheva!ierdans l'Ordre des Arts 
et des Lettres in recognition of his work in France. In January 2001 he was 
awarded the CSE in the New Year Honours list. Richard Alston Dance 
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Company made its New York debut to great acclaim at the Joyce Theatre in 
the spring of 2004 . 
Richard Alston Dance Company has an education programme, Essential 
Alston, which runs dance workshops in secondary schools throughout the 
UK teaching sections of Alston repertoire along with creative work to GCSE 
and A level Dance students . 
Richard has created recent commissions for The Barbican, Ballet Theatre 
Munich and Ballet Black and Richard Alston Dance Company is firmly 
established as one of the most popular and celebrated in the UK, touring 
the country annually as well as making frequent visits to the USA . 
In 2008, to mark Richard's 60th birthday and 40 years of cffloreography, he 
was commissioned by Dance Umbrella and Sadler's Wells to create a special 
programme that was performed at the Wells . 
"Alston is one of the few real dance makers in the world and he can show 
us how, when real dance comes along, it changes everything" The Times 
4/27 / 10 2: 07 PM 
Post Reflection Analysis 
After many months of strenuous hard work, stressful rehearsals, long nights, and many 
doubts about my artist abilities I finally reached my goal. For the past eight months I have been 
striving to accomplish a dance that was full of dynamics, corky movement, and character. My 
dancers finally brought out their full potential at the Senior Showcase. I felt so proud to say that I 
choreographed " Feathers Ruffled". I encountered every problem possible through the process of 
completing this dance. I learned a great deal of problem solving and always found an answer to 
the predicaments. My vision of my dance fmally came to life. I no longer dreamed it, but saw it. 
I owe much appreciation and thanks to the entire faculty and staff that helped contributed to the 
success of my dance. They were the ones who pushed and guided me. 
For my dancers I was proud of their performance. I challenged all eight dancers with very 
technical movements and phrases that most of them had never done. It started out rough, but with 
the hard work and dedication at the end it turned out to be a success. There were numerous times 
when attitudes and disagreements were vocalized. Watching them over the past few months I 
have seen most of them evolve and mature in their dancing and attitude. Some still have some 
learning to do, but all in good time will they experience and understand what its like to be a 
senior in the Loyola Marymount Dance Program. My dancers brought life and character to my 
piece that I have been striving to get out of them. In the end they all embodied the work and 
character that I was seeking from them. 
As for my choreography I finally became satisfied. For a long time I saw my work, but 
never was completely content. I observed how all ofmy teachers created beautiful work on my 
dancers just by slightly changing things and how it became a masterpiece. I struggled on trying 
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to perfect my work and create like they did. When I finalized everything on my dance I was 
happy. I hope in the future to expand on this idea and create more repertoire and see what arises . 
After the Senior Showcase I was so delighted and ecstatic about my presentation and how 
my dance was performed. My dancers and myself put in many hours of work devoted up to this 
very day. I had a goal for eight months to be successful on April 25, 2010  with a completed 
thesis. This goal came true and with feelings of excitement and sadness. Excited that everything 
and was a success, and sadness for my journey at Loyola Marymount University Dance Program 
coming to an end. I will truly hold onto the words of wisdom that I have learned, memories of 







































At the beginning of the year I chose to do a documentary thesis. I wanted to do a project 
about the arts and how it can help children with epilepsy. I was diagnosed with epilepsy when I 
was two and have been dancing since I was three. Dance felicitated me with coordination and 
developing ofmy brain. Dance demands you to move, memorize movement, train the body, and 
have high levels of physicality. Dance provided all these tools for me and has contributed to the 
success of my life. Luckily, I was diagnosed with a light case and have been able to attend 
private schools and dance. After my experience I wanted to help others struggling as I did when I 
was younger. At the beginning of September I chose to pursue my senior thesis project: How the 
Arts can help Children with Epilepsy. I went to seminars recording interviews with children and 
their parents pertaining to their experience with Epilepsy. After I received all of this information 
I began to look into places where I could observe someone teaching dance to these children. This 
was where it got tricky. I was having trouble finding a facility that provided this activity. The 
epilepsy foundation doesn't have extra money to be spending on the side for activities like this . 
Epilepsy is an on going disease that doctors are still trying to find a cure for putting all their 
money into research. The chair of the Epilepsy Alliance of Orange County recommended me to a 
lady who would be able to possibly provide these services. Unfortunately, we were both never 
able to coordinate a time to do this. This put a major hold on my thesis and I was losing time. I 
spoke to Judy and together we both decided it would be better to do something else due to the 
short time frame I am given, but to still pursue my original idea after. The project I originally 
chose to do would take a year or more and I am only given eight months. I then decided to 
change my thesis to choreographic. I have been working on a piece since September in 
choreography workshop. I intergraded the research of the brain over to my dance " Feathers 
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Ruffled". I had researched all parts of the brain, but now I chose to dig deep into the Limbic 
System. I discovered the reptilian brain, which plays a huge role in my dance. My dance is very 
aggressive and embodies the actions and emotions of the human animal. 
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